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About This Game

You are working at UNIVERS HORIZONS - a multinational conglomerate company. Being one of the biggest corporations in
the world, it comprises numerous subsidiaries and affiliated businesses.

It is highly diversified, with activities in areas including construction, electronics, machinery, financial services, food
processing, textiles, insurance, securities and medical services.

Thanks to your performance, you have been recently moved from the business analyst position, to the development branch.
You notice right away the tight security in the new building. Phones or cameras are not allowed in the offices, but instead are

left at the security checkpoint, and the sent emails are manually checked and filtered. As an extra secrecy measure the items you
are dealing have no names, only id codes, so no one knows what they contain.

Due to being new at this job you have much to learn, so working overtime in the night is a standard occurrence.
Only you shouldn't have, especially this night.
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Title: Locked Fears
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
dekoga.d
Publisher:
dekoga.d
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD A6 CPU or equivalent.

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 200 / AMD Radeon HD 5000.

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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A second rate version of Little Big Bang. The puzzles/hidden objects are comprehensible, but there are a few that are just
frustrating and confusing. It started strong but then fell into the typical A.M. HOG random (illogical) puzzle mechanics.
Visually there are several scenes where there were stages/assets that were obviously meant to be puzzle but were culled before
release; which makes some of the "what do I do next?" situations quite confusing. The "story" is corney and ham fisted;
although what are you expecting.. your playing a A.M. game!. this is even worse than the first one ...every single enemy just
hurls itself at you everytime you pass , the parcours is very boring and short , . endless fighting , all the money spent on potions
and still not enough ... very frustrating , no rewards and literally mindnubing ... I've played many, many rpg games , this series is
by far the worst ; seems to be made to make a fool of anyone stupid enough to buy it .... Any idiot can get laid when they’re
famous… that’s easy… it’s getting laid when you’re not famous that takes some talent.. A train that says it can only get up to
140mph, but easily gets over that, making it a more fun train than the ICE3 because of the tilting, and great passenger view. The
sounds make me sick.. There are no resolution options; you can't open in windowed mode, only fullscreen. Has a fatal glitch
involving the fullscreen display. When you can see the game runnning, the display is tiny, and fixed in the upper corner of the
screen. It also cuts off much of what you should be seeing which means you can't see important bits of the UI. When you run
the game in other compatibility modes, you can't see the game running at all. There's no way around this glitch. You'll find
reports of it in the community discussions. If support were coming, that would be one thing, but there has never been an update
to this game, and there likely never will be one. This glitch obviously doesn't affect everyone, but I can only speak to my own
expereinces. Based on that, I can't recommend the game in case you end up in the same boat I'm in: having bought an unplayable
game.. A fun little strategy game. Like everyone says, its a "clash of clans clone". A fun time killer game but on steam.. The
game play is amazing, Each wave was awesome, until I got to one I couldn't clear. I wanted to "Die" so I could start over, but
each time I died, it replayed the same stage. Would love a menu with a stage select, or at least the option to continue vs start
over without quiting the game. Other than that the game was a lot of fun....going to play it again right now.. beautiful!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QpWjpb7gJgg. BEST 2D GAME I BOUGHT
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This was so much fun with the fam. This interactive story took me 30 minutes to complete. It has a great story. The biggest
letdown of this game is that it feels very unpolished. At one point, I got stuck in a wall while dancing. That being said, there
were many more positives than negatives. The way the main character unfolded through the story was wonderful. The story is
just ambiguous enough to satisfy any story searcher's lust, and even after the story was over, I still felt like attempting to connect
some of the dots in the story.

Overall, this is a 70% solid interactive story. 7/10. very fun.... 10/10. I want my 15 cents back!. I didnt think i would like that
much this game!
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